
Dear Oblate sisters and brothers: 
 
            It is hard to believe we are in fall but it seems already like winter.  These colder days remind us that 
Thanksgiving is upon us and then Advent.  We should not pass too quickly over this great opportunity to give 
high thanks to God for the fruits of this year’s harvest.  Not only the harvest fruits from our gardens and fields 
but also the fruits of our daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly labors.  What gifts have you received over the past 
year?  Have you been sharing your blessings with others in need?  Have you shared or just filled your        
storehouse with these blessings?  Scripture tells us that the only way for us to benefit from these blessings and 
gifts is to give them away, where worms and moths cannot get after them.  Do you know of a hoarder?     
Someone who gathers too many possessions. We may know what the extreme looks like.  These people are 
stuck in life and seem to have no way out of their condition without some outside compassionate help.  Well, 
let’s hope none of us get to that point.  But we can unknowingly be a hoarder of another sort, that being a   
spiritual hoarder.  Do we accumulate gifts, hide our talents, collect graces and share so little?  
            Let us look at this issue of “collecting” or “hoarding” from another angle.  When we leave our place on 
this earth, this mortal life where do you intend to reside for eternity?  I believe most of know we can’t take our 
“stuff” with us.  Getting through that narrow gate, which leads to life with our Creator, will be impossible with 
the baggage we have collected through life.  Now is the time to begin shedding or becoming detached from our 
“stuff”.  Fr. James Wallace wrote, once he was trying to get through one of those revolving doors of a hotel 
and found himself needing to separate himself from some of his baggage to get through to the lobby.  This       
reminded him about the narrow gate we will have to pass through.  I don’t think the parable pointed to the   
actual losing of physical weight but that is another perspective.  Fr. James looks at: attitudes, values, hurts, 
prejudices, desires, illusions, and obsessions.  We should also consider what we do or don’t do indirectly     
socially and environmentally. 
            Fr. James continues to say that getting through the narrow gate will take some assistance.  Are we    
self-reliant?  Hopefully we are engaging with others as we pray, work, and ponder the life of Jesus and grow 
from the knocks of life. Or, are we hoping for a swift wind from the Holy Spirit to push us through?   As      
director, I cannot encourage the Oblates enough to be more engaged in the community with the life and works 
that are asked.  I am addressing this more toward those Oblates who may be backsliding in their promises as 
Oblates. No one should stand alone but with one another.  Engaging one another about the purpose or       
questions of being an Oblate really will help everyone who responds to that call of being an Oblate. 
           For more on this topic read the Holy Rule, it will help us all to study how to be active members of our 
community. 
 
With Blessings from your Director, I am, Br. Edmund, OSB 
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Recently someone asked me about “spiritual dryness”. In some ways, I am not really qualified to      
respond, but I can at least offer a couple thoughts on the subject. Saint Teresa of Calcutta, someone we 
all remember, struggled for most of her life from spiritual dryness. By spiritual dryness, I mean people 
who feel they are quite distant from God. They don't clearly see how God is working in their lives. 
They may even feel burdened and discouraged by this spiritual state. This spiritual condition can go on 
for years as it did with Mother Teresa. She persevered in faith and the conviction that God, though not 
so present to her, was there and working through her. There may be several reasons for this dryness. It 
is not a good idea to blame yourself or to judge yourself. So, what can we do about it and what can we 
learn from this experience? 
 
First, we need to look closely at our spiritual life. What area of my life needs healing the most? Is 
there a personal sin that we struggle with or have not confessed? This alone can make one feel    
isolated from God. It is a struggle we must not endure alone! We can't handle it alone or distance 
ourselves from God — wrong choice. A sin that has not been confessed can contribute to spiritual 
dryness, lethargy and simple joy in life. Several lines in Psalm 51:12 can speak to this condition, 
“Restore to me the joy of thy salvation, and uphold me with a willing spirit.” 
 
There are, of course, other possible causes of spiritual dryness. One could be suffering from physical 
exhaustion or mental and emotional strain in life. Maybe there is a problem that seemingly does not 
have a solution. That can drain life energies! Talking to a priest/confessor, a spiritual director, a trusted 
friend or a professional counselor helps. Keeping close to the sacraments tells us, in our faith, that we 
are in touch with Jesus. Persevering in faith, which Mother Teresa did and many other saints as well, 
in the end, is a huge act of faith in the Lord. Take courage, spiritual dryness can be overcome. And as 
an old monk said to me at my investiture as a novice, “Persevere in the Lord!” 
 

 

Abbot’s Reflection by Abbot Neal Roth, OSB 
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Grief rocked the entire Saint Martin’s community on Sunday, February 24, 1957 when the tolling of the abbey 
bell announced the death of Brother Hugh Evans (1900-1957), beloved bookstore manager. (On his first visit 
to Saint Martin’s in the summer of 1955, with his parents and three brothers - all three of whom graduated 
from Saint Martin’s High School and two of whom from Saint Martin’s College - Father Gerard met 
Brother Hugh, who made us all milkshakes.) Born in Bellingham, Washington, John Evans had held a variety 
of profitable jobs following his years at Saint Martin’s High School (1916-1918) until, following the death of 
his wife in 1948, he returned to Saint Martin’s in May 1950, receiving the name Hugh as a novice and making 
first vows on January 15, 1952. The pontifical funeral Mass was offered on February 27 by Abbot Raphael 
Heider (1903-1971). Father Meinrad Gaul (1907-1984) immediately launched a Brother Hugh Memorial 
Fund for various projects. Father Felix Wirth (1913-1984) was appointed bookstore manager on Feb. 16 by 
Abbot Raphael. 
In other abbey news. Abbot Raphael was elected a member of the Board of Directors of Saint Placid Priory, 
then located on Olympia’s west side... Wednesday evening Lenten speeches were being given by Father     
Damien Glenn (1907-1986) at Saint Mary’s, Centralia; by Father Meinrad at Visitation in Tacoma; and by 
Father Felix Wirth at Holy Rosary in Tacoma… Father Jerome Toner (1899-1977) spoke at Columbus 
Hospital on February 18, 1957 on proposed collective bargaining for hospitals... Brother Francis Hehn (1881
-1966) had devised a voting machine (still in use in 2019!) for use in the meetings of the monastic corporation. 
In recent mid-term grades, Frater Gerard Frederick achieved a 4.00 grade point average... On Feb. 17, 18 
persons made final oblations before Abbot Raphael at Assumption parish in Seattle, with 22 invested as     
oblate novices. Father Arnold Fox (1903-1999) serving as master of ceremonies. 
 
On Feb. 1, 1957 Donald Pape (1905-1958) was invested as a brother novice and given the name Justin. On 
Feb. 3, a concert of choral, band and piano music was given by college and high school students in the abbey 
theater... On Feb. 6, the building committee and the senior council (abbey board of directors) met on certain 
resolutions regarding the proposed dormitory Baran Hall... On Feb. 9, Abbot Raphael and Father John  
Raymond (1911-1974) studied carefully the description of land parcels involved in the construction of the 
new freeway through college property... On Feb. 12, the college surveying class, under Mr. McKenzie, set 
stakes at the eastern end of the proposed right of way for a new main east-west road coming in from College 
Way (now Street) along the west property line of the campus... On Feb. 14, Mr. Harry Feeney, brother of     
Father Leonard (1908-1980), began work as Clerk of the Works on the Baran Hall project. 
 
On Feb. 16, a beautiful day coaxed many members of the community into the open air to clean up and burn 
brush in the woods on the west campus... On Feb. 19, the architectural and structural engineer for Baran Hall 
were at Saint Martin’s to make a definite decision on the type of concrete to be used on the job... On Feb. 21, 
Father Bede Ernsdorff (1909-1982) attended a lecture in chemistry at the University of Washington... On 
Feb. 23, Father Nicholas Rausch (1928-2003) and his high school debaters returned from a 2-day tournament 
at the College of Puget Sound in Tacoma... On Feb. 25, Father Richard Cebula (1916-2004) attended a     
college night at Central Catholic High School in Portland to speak with prospective students. 
 

On February 28, Saint Martin’s was pleased to learn that Senate Bill 123, exempting non-tax supported higher 
schools from paying sales and use taxes, had passed in the state senate 30 -15. 

In the Beginning -  Father Gerard Kirsch, OSB 
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“If you but trust in God to guide you...”, so      
begins a hymn our monastic community sings   
during one of its liturgies. Trust in God. The last 
years of a very long-lived woman were spent    
residing in a nursing home in a small town.     
Living in a nursing home, even one of the best, 
means downsizing in a very real way. Physical 
possessions may be reduced to a standing  ward-
robe for clothing, a tiny bedside stand, and a 
small bookcase with an equally small collection 
of books. On the wall is a crucifix; in the stand is 
an oft-prayed rosary. One constant in this 
woman’s life had been her deep faith. In her last 
years, she once remarked to a guest: “...in this 
place one can sink so low and then come way up 
again, but God has been with me all these years 

and He'll not abandon me now.” One of her nieces later remarked that she “...always tried to 
give everyone some hope about their situation in life...” At almost one     hundred years old, 
she also applied this principle to her own life, finding hope in her deep faith, in her books, and 
in her many friends. John Petit Senn wrote: “...not what we have, but what we enjoy,            
constitutes our abundance...” She was thankful for this “abundance” that was hers. Thankful, 
too, for the time and solitude to pray; thankful for the many authors who    transported her 
magically to another time and place; and thankful for still being able to share the joys and    
sorrows of her many friends. 
 
Fall of the year is a time when we set aside a day for formally giving thanks to God for our 
many blessings, individually and as a nation. In late November, we gather together in places of 
worship to say “thank you”. Later, we congregate at homes of family and friends to share a 
meal - though for most of us it will not be with food we ourselves have harvested. In our places 
of worship, we might even sing the ancient “Te Deum” - a hymn of praise and thanks to God. 
 
At this time, let us be thankful for our own abiding faith in the Almighty, and for all that we 
have, for the many blessings we’ve received. It was the deep abiding faith of a nonagenarian 
living in a nursing home that allowed her to persevere and allowed a life-long meaningful life 
to continue to have meaning. God, who for so many decades had been her friend, did not  
abandon her in her advanced old age. 
 
“God never will forsake in need the soul that trusts in Him in deed.”  

From The Hill -  Boniface V. Lazzari, O.S.B.  
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This past summer, I went on a four-week trip to Russia that is related to my 
current academic studies, but was also a wonderful spiritual  experience. In 
the last few years, the life and works of nineteenth-century Russian author 
Fyodor Dostoevsky has emerged as a direction in my academic studies. 
Since completing my dissertation on German-American printmaker Fritz 
Eichenberg (1901-1990) in 2016, I had been thinking about next steps,      
including possibilities for publication. My dissertation focused on            
Eichenberg's friendship with Benedictine oblate Dorothy Day and his       
illustrations for The Catholic Worker newspaper. But it was as a               
professional book illustrator that  Eichenberg produced most of the work of 
his career as an artist. He had a particularly strong penchant for illustrating 
Russian literature. Along with novels of Tolstoy, Pushkin, and Turgenev, 
Eichenberg  illustrated six of Dostoevsky's novels. It was clear that       
Dostoevsky had a major impact on Eichenberg, who referred to him as his 
“spiritual companion.” His first conversation with Dorothy Day included 
discussion of their mutual love for the author of Crime and Punishment, The 
Idiot, and numerous other voluminous classics. 
 

I had not read much of Dostoevsky's works. But searching for sources, I found numerous scholarly works    
focusing on religious aspects of Dostoevsky. I asked a professor of Russian literature at Saint Martin's         
University, Dr. Jamie Olson, if he would be willing to co-teach an interdisciplinary course on Dostoevsky and 
Religion. Our class in spring 2018 was a success with a class of 25 students, together grinding our way through 
The Brothers Karamazov. Dr. Olson also teaches the Russian language and leads the university's trip to Russia. 
Since Saint Martin’s typically does not have enough students to make the trip every year, the university       
promotes the trip every few years, hitching along with Dr. Olson's alma mater, the College of St. Scholastica in 
Duluth, Minnesota. 
For me, this trip to Russia was also a personal, spiritual journey. Russian Orthodox Christianity was a major 
influence in my early stages of discerning my vocation to monastic life. When I had moved to Port Townsend, 
Washington from the Midwest in 1997, it was a time when I was seeking a new direction in my life and was in 
a time of spiritual seeking. There is an Orthodox church there, St. Herman of Alaska, that operated a book and 
icon store a few blocks from the waterfront in downtown Port Townsend. I became fascinated with reading 
theology and history of Christianity from a different perspective than the Catholicism I had grown up in. I read 
the works of and about Russian Orthodox saints such as St. Theophan the Recluse and St. Seraphim of Sarov. 
Although I often attended daily vespers at St. Herman's, I returned to sacramental communion at the local 
Catholic parish, St. Mary Star of the Sea. Though they were not ethnically Russian, the men grew impressive 
beards that would be comparable to any Russian staretz. I became intrigued when I heard some of the devout 
parishioners at St. Herman's speaking about Christian monasticism. Along the way, I also became intrigued by 
eastern rite Catholicism, so my first trip from Port Townsend to the South Sound was to visit Saint Martin's 
and St. George's Byzantine Catholic Church. But since entering Benedictine monastic life as a postulant in 
2001, my attention has shifted in new directions other than eastern Christianity.  

“Reconnecting with Orthodox Christianity in Russia” by Br. Luke Devine, OSB 
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On this trip to Russia, I was reminded on numerous occasions of the beauty of Russian Orthodoxy that had 
been such a major influence on me. As soon as we landed in St. Petersburg, we could see the onion domes of 
Orthodox churches reaching toward the sky on the horizon throughout the city. I visited Dostoevsky's grave in 
a necropolis of nineteenth-century Russian artists on the grounds of Alexander Nevesky Monastery. Three of 
our four weeks in Russia were in Petrozavodsk, where I was in the role of a student staying with a host family 
and attending daily language classes. 
Among the religious highlights of the trip were excursions to two historic monasteries, both on islands in the 
middle of vast seas. Our entourage, all the students and professors from Saint Martin’s and St. Scholastica, set 
out from Petrozavodsk’s port on the shore of Lake Onega across grey waters for an hour to a small island 
called Kizhi Island. As a UNESCO site that prohibits bringing food or drink beyond the landing site, the island 
was like stepping back in time with green fields spotted with a variety of wooden houses and barns with a    
central monastery complex at the base of the towering Cathedral of the Transfiguration, an ancient church 
made entirely of wood, including 22 wood-shingled onion domes.  
The visit to Kizhi Island alone far exceeded what I had hoped to see, yet I also accompanied the two Russian 
professors of the respective colleges to a site neither of them had yet visited. From Petrozavodsk, we took an 
overnight train an additional eight hours north to the shore of the White Sea where we boarded a boat to      
Solovetski Island. This was a stark contrast to the idyllic Kizhi Island. We arrived at an industrial port of a 
small town with dirt roads and numerous buildings in need of repair with various piles of neglected             
construction materials half-covered in tarp. The monastery itself was fortressed within a massive stone wall 
punctuated wth towers, some with windows for firing cannons, as was needed to defend the monastery from 
attack by sea. The monastery buildings displayed a similar state of disrepair as the surrounding village. During 
the Soviet period, this monastery became the site of a labor camp. Although nowhere near as beautiful as Kizhi 
Island, I came to understand that Solovetski was more significant historically as the motherhouse of numerous 
other monasteries in Russia. 
All I have written to this point has described 
the main events of this recent immersion in 
Russian literature, culture, history, language, 
and   religion. The trip was an excellent 
preparation for a conference on Dostoevsky I 
attended later this summer in Boston. There I 
was rubbing shoulders with Dostoevsky 
scholars, most of whom had spent significant 
time in Russia and were fluent in Russian, 
along with many scholars who were native 
Russians. But as far as the impact on my   
interior spiritual life, that is something that I 
am still contemplating and would take much 
more space than available here to elaborate 
upon. For now, I am grateful for the          
opportunity and experience. 

“Reconnecting with Orthodox Christianity in Russia”  continued 
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Advent will soon be upon us. But will we be ready to receive it? Will we be asking the       
question, “Am I going to make it?” The “it” in question can be many things. It can mean get-
ting everything done, surviving the season, avoiding a breakdown, or not yelling at a fellow 
motorist. 
 
On a deeper level “it” can refer to “getting into” the Christmas spirit. “I am not going to make 
it” simply means Christmas is going to happen, but it is not going to happen to me. The        
prescribed feelings of peace, hope, joy, and love are going to clash with my actual feelings of 
fragmentation, irritation, and depression. My soul and season are out of sync.  
 
Christmas can be a spiritual flop when our Advent preparation is shoddy. Advent preparation is 
important. However, it doesn’t mean an increase in everything else, but slowing down         
consciously when one can. Slowing down for Christmas is an attempt not to organize       
Christmas. 
 
The Spirit of Christmas does not submit to control. Instead, it is like a sled that gathers speed 
down a steep slope. Christmas calls us to enjoy the ride but not to over steer it. The season of 
Advent and Christmas calls us to relax, and let it happen. And when we cease control the      
seasons will exceed our expectations. 
 
In the Spirit of Saint Benedict, 
Mary Randall, Oblate 
 
 

The Soul and the Season by Oblate Mary Randall.  
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HOLIDAY BAZAAR 
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Greetings to All! 
Our annual Bazaar is coming up soon... It is an exciting opportunity to fund raise & interact with the Commu-
nity we serve as Oblates in ministry throughout. 
 CHRISTMAS BAZAAR: 

Schedule - 

Baking & Work Party Sat Nov 9 from 9a.m. till finished baking. 

Set-up Thursday Nov.14th   from 1:30pm thru evening 

Set-up Friday Nov. 15th   from 9-11am 

BAZAAR Friday Nov. 15th  from 12noon-6pm  

BAZAAR Sat. Nov. 16th  from 9am-6pm  

BAZAAR Sunday Nov. 17 from 12noon-6pm  

Take down & move to storage Sunday Nov. 17 from 6pm to finish.  

Please consider volunteering as you can with this event. There are large public events at Marcus Pavilion all 
weekend & response to social media is tremendous! 
Let us shine, share & serve. 
Please call, text or email me asap. My Gmail acct is closed so please use teresalabouff@hotmail.com. 
 
Thank you from Br Edmund, Bazaar Committee & myself. 
Teresa LaBouff 
360-402-3082 
 
 
Note from the Director 
 
This year it is being held next to the Pavilion in the Cheney room.  Please come shop and enjoy.  If you would 
still like to donate gently used or new items please bring them before the 16th of November.  Volunteers are 
still needed so call the Oblate Director if you can help if you haven’t already notified Oblate Teresa Labouff. 
This project not only raises needed funds for our other charities and education projects but also brings aware-
ness of the Benedictine Oblates to the general community. 



Welcome 
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Welcome Mary Ellen  Piccoli, Joseph Schweiger, and Jenny Galassi. 

Oblates Mission Statement  

We, the Benedictine Oblates of  Saint Martin’s Abbey, according to our particular voca-
tion in life and our personal commitment to the Benedictine community of Saint Mar-
tin’s, endeavor through prayer, hospitality, listening to others, and service, to live the val-
ues found in the Holy Rule of St. Benedict. 



On the Book Shelf 
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Prayer Requests 

An Essay On The Development of Christian Doctrine by John Henry Newman 
Orthodoxy by G. K. Chesterton 
Confessions  by St. Augustine 

St. Benedict Collection by St. Benedict. 
These books are “Word on Fire Classics” Forwards done by Bishop Robert Barron 
 

We have a reading book-cart of varied books for checking out on Oblate Sundays, please take 
time to browse through them and return them when finished.  Since we can’t get our whole li-
brary on the cart, we do exchange these books around occasionally so there are different books 
from time to time. Some of these titles may be found on the reading cart. 

 

 

Oblate Joshua Roberts with incurable ailment and well-being of family. 
Oblate Teresa Labouff grandchild healing and her family. 
Oblate Kathleen Hystad health concerns and ministries. 
Oblate Suzanne Rothwell health concerns.  
Oblate Deacon Bill Batstone eye issue.  
RIP Victoria Dudschus and her family. 
RIP Omer Church and Brother Edmund’s sister Celeste life adjustments. 
All deceased friends and family members. 
All aging and ill Oblates. 

 

Oblate Kathleen Hystad wishes to thank you all for the prayers. 



Join us for Mass at 11 am in the Abbey Church. Then come to the cafeteria and bring or pur-
chase some lunch and socialize. 

At 1:30 attend a presentation in the Abbey Church by Father Kilian.   

 
 

December 8th —Oblate Community Sunday 
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Oblate Community dates for 2020 

 
March 8th  
May 3rd 
July 12th 
Aug. 8th  
Lodge Day retreat,  
Sept. 6th  
Dec. 6th 

Abbey Concert Series 
 All events are held in the Abbey church and are free of charge though attendees are invited to 
make a donation to support the series.  
All events begin at 8:00p.m. 
November 9th Boris Allakhverdyan, clarinet, and Alin Melik-Adamyan, pianist. 
February 22nd 2020, Dmitry Kouzov, cellist, and Yulia Kouzova, pianist . 
March 28th 2020 Maxim Lando, pianist 



Other news: 

 

St. Gertrude Symposium, attended by Oblates Bill and JT Batstone and myself (Brother Ed-
mund) this past October have given us much to ponder. It filled us with a look to the future, 
ideas of how to grow and intensify our commitments as an Oblate Community. Soon we will 
get out a separate mailing to you Oblates to help us figure where we are and where we can go.  
When you get this mailing please respond as quickly as possible. 

Come study the Rule of  Saint Benedict.  
 
Come and study the Holy Rule with Br. Edmund and other Oblates.  2p.m. first Sundays when 
there is no Regular Oblate meeting. We meet in the guest dining room in Old Main across hall 
from the monastic dining room. (ground level).  
 
Those who have been coming of late know we are now using A Study Guide for The Rule of 
St. Benedict with reflections by Abbess Emerita Mother Maria-Thomas Beil, OSB of St.         
Walberga in Colorado. If you wish to purchase the guide, they are $40 each and please let the 
Oblate Director know so they can be ordered.  They will be very handy to deepen your       
understanding the Holy Rule for years to come.  This is most thorough study guide I have 
seen.  
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 Oblate Advisory Meeting 
Time: 10:00AM 
Place: Student cafeteria 
2019: Dec. 7th. 
2020:March 7th, May 2nd, July 11th, Sept 5th, Dec. 5th . 
If you are interested in becoming more involved please contact Brother Edmund. 
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Gardening and Wood:    
                                                              

Saturdays 1:00pm to 3:30pm  
 
 
Help keep up the Abbey grounds and make firewood out of the tons of logs we 
have. All help is greatly appreciated. I will not ask you to operate any machinery, 
maybe a maul, if you can swing it.  But there is stacking that is useful.  Presently I 
am getting enough split to take to our Lambert Lodge for the winter months. Addi-
tional wood goes into structured stacks to give to the needy for small donations to 
cover some of our cost of machinery maintenance. This is charity in action.   
Call Br. Edmund for the next opportunity to work in either activity.  

Newborn Hat Project for Tanzania 
 

Newborn Hat Project for Tanzania continues:   
 
Time: 1:00 pm - 3:30 pm.  
First Saturday of the month. 
Exception: no meeting in January 2020 or July 
Location: Guest dining room of Old Main across from the Monastery 
refectory. 
 
If you can make newborn or infants hat please and join us or make and 
send them to the Oblate Director. 

Image found  at murden-
kim.files.wordpress.com/  



 
 

Contact information for these events: 
Brother Edmund Ebbers OSB 

Saint Martin’s Abbey   
5000 Abbey Way S.E.  

Lacey, WA 98503 
Phone: 360—438 –4457 

Email:  br_edmund@stmartin.edu 
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Rosary Makers will meet: 
Time: 1:00 pm - 3:30 pm.  
Dates: First Saturday of the month. 
Exception: no meeting in January or July 2020  
Location: Guest dining room of Old Main across from 
the Monastery refectory. 
 
Materials supplied.  Come for some social and           
devotional labor of love. 

 
lambert lodge work 

 
Time: 10:00  - 3:00 - some time this fall. 
 
The day includes, Prayers, Work, and a Potluck. If you are interested in lending a hand 
contact Brother Edmund 
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